October 21, 2015

[COMPETITIVE SPORTING PISTOL MEDIA RELEASE]

Competitive Sporting Pistol (CSP), the premier action pistol discipline in Singapore, is excited and
proud to announce the first Asia Pacific Challenge in conjunction with sponsorship by Red Bull, the
sponsor of choice for action sports.
Taking place on December 5-6, 2015, at the National Shooting Centre the CSP AP Challenge will be
the most exciting shooting event this year in Singapore. Featuring top local athletes who have
competed overseas for Singapore many times, we will be joined by other athletes from the Asia
Pacific region including Hong Kong, People’s Republic of China, Macau, Philippines, Thailand and Sri
Lanka for 2 days of intense competition. Local athletes to watch will include Koh You Jia, currently
reading Engineering at NTU. You Jia will be pitting his skills against other civilian shooters as well as
elite shooters from the Singapore Police Force, the Gurkha Contingent as well as Home Team NS.
Athletes will be competing in a range of categories including team, ladies and uniformed
professionals which will see our local uniformed professionals compete for their own trophy. The
uniformed professional’s category is expected to not only be a closely fought completion but will let
our boys and girls enjoy the camaraderie of shooting together. CSP, as an integral member of the
local shooting community, has the full support of Singapore Shooting Association.
Adding to the fun and excitement is the sponsorship of CSP by Red Bull. Action shooting is an
intense adrenaline-charged sport fitting perfectly with the sports Red Bull chooses to be associated
with over the years. Our local Red Bull ambassadors will also be present during the competition
period and the range will have official Red Bull branding. CSP also has equipment manufacturers
supporting the event, providing a level of credibility previously unmatched in action shooting locally.
We would urge all of you that had attended our previous media briefing to mark this date in your
diaries and indicate your interest in attending so we can give full access to the competition and
athletes. As a prelude to the AP Challenge, we would also like to invite you to attend our Monthly
Match on 8 November to give you a first-hand feel of the electrifying experience of an action pistol
match.
For those of you who did not attend our last session, please follow the links to see what you missed.
Please contact Wei Shing on email (weishing@hotmail.com) or mobile (97464679) to arrange your
access.

Thank you and look forward to seeing you all in December.
CSP Organising Committee.
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www.competitivesportingpistol.org
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